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Yalecrest weighs its legacy and future
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The Salt Lake Tribune
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Under siege by an oil spill that threatens to stain its future, the Yalecrest neighborhood is simultaneously
wrestling its legacy.

The question residents face: Should the east-bench community adopt a historic district that cements preservation
and building restrictions, or opt in favor of property rights that could also permit tear-downs and mega-homes?

Nearly 100 people from the popular Salt Lake City neighborhood debated the quandary at City Hall on Tuesday,
offering a mix of opinions as rich as the Yalecrest architecture.

The uncertainty prompted the City Council to delay a decision until July 6 on whether to lift a current
moratorium on home demolitions. In July's meeting, the council may also decide to carve out certain subdivisions
that have expressed the loudest opposition.

"The majority of your neighbors have not spoken," Councilwoman Jill Remington Love told the residents. "And
from those we have heard from, it's very evenly divided."

Yalecrest stretches from Sunnyside Avenue to 1300 South and from 1300 East to 1900 East. It features a mix of
Tudors, bungalows, cottages and colonials -- many nearly 100 years old -- as well as some post-war tract homes.
Historic districts, like those in the Avenues, Capitol Hill and the University area, would allow additions out the side
or back, so long as the facade of the home is not altered.

Reviews would be conducted by the Historic Landmarks Commission, and some second-story remodels, large
garages and rebuilds could be denied.

Sue Ulbrich is all in favor of the district, suggesting it is an act of social responsibility. "Where is it stated that
we're all entitled?" she asked, adding that living in the area already on the National Register of Historic Places
requires making sacrifices to live in more modestly-sized homes. "I only hope my neighbors have that same feeling,
but I don't see that."

Many opposed are parents of young families who argue their home should be able to grow with them. If the
district is adopted, they say, many people will be forced to move.

"Why do you have to look so hard for a young family that supports this?" Ryan Bell asked.
Approving the district would be "wreckless," he said.
Others questioned the whole notion of historic quality. Dave Dansie, who lives on Herbert Avenue, notes his

street features a hodgepodge of three colonials, three razed-and-rebuilt homes that are the "finest" on the block, and
a smattering of houses with siding -- one that looks like it has a "double-wide trailer" on the back. To call the street
historic, he says, is preposterous.

"The street is quaint, it's often amusing," he said. "But no one would argue that these homes are historic."
Kelly Marinan suggested people with reservations often cite friends in the Avenues who complain about hassles

getting building permits.
"I don't see that as a show-stopper," she said. "It's something we can improve upon. This isn't about taking a
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sledge hammer to a small problem. Yalecrest is recognized throughout the entire valley as being unique."
A map of the area showing green dots and red dots (households in favor and opposed) looks like the grocery

store holiday aisle at Christmas.
Those opposed insist that 70 percent object to the creation of the district. But those in favor argue the numbers

are skewed since many remain mum on the issue -- perhaps afraid of ridicule from the other side.
"There are a lot of silent people out there who have yet to be contacted who need to have a voice in this," said

George Kellner.
Right now, a moratorium on demolitions is set to expire on Sept. 10. A vote on designating a historic district, and

where, may not come until the fall.
Council chairman J.T. Martin prefers carving out the homes above 1800 East and those lining 1300 South in an

L-shape from the proposed historic district. He says that will eliminate the loudest voices against the plan. Since the
restriction on demolitions was enacted March 10, Martin notes, "there was nothing but criticism, anger, threats.
Shameful behavior."

Before voting, the council is expected to get feedback from the landmarks commission on which areas most
warrant protection.
djensen@sltrib.com

SLC stamps 2011 budget
Gripped by shrinking sales tax and facing an overall grim financial picture, the Salt Lake City Council adopted a

slimmed $189 million budget Tuesday, absorbing across-the-board cuts and the elimination of nearly 70 jobs.
Capital leaders trimmed nearly $19 million from their fiscal 2011 spreadsheet, which Mayor Ralph Becker

warned residents will see. For instance, parks will be watered and mowed less, though flowers were saved at
landmarks like Liberty Park and the International Peace Gardens. Residents also will pay more for garbage pickup,
some downtown parking and storm water service.

A popular YouthCity Artways program was slashed though nearly half of Artways' annual $341,000 subsidy was
steered toward a nonprofit youth grant.

Two dozen employees lost their jobs while another 40 vacant positions were erased.
Councilman Soren Simonsen voted against the budget due to the elimination of YouthCity Artways, which he

called a "model." Councilman Luke Garrott -- who also favored preserving Artways -- also voted against the budget,
but did not stipulate why.
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